
What does learning look like?

Ineffective learning leading to the 
illusion of mastery and momen-
tary strength.

Attitudes

Learning should be errorless

Mistakes are signs of failure.

Fear of failure leads to intellectual timidity and 
defensive approaches to challenge

Depends heavily on the teacher...

Methods
'Massed' Clustered approaches.

Repeat, repeat, repeat

Relies heavily on short term memory 
(equivalent of RAM).  N.b. brainpower is 
focussed on recall rather than application 
and problem solving.

Creates the illusion 
of mastery.

Cramming Binge and purge - rapid intake; rapid loss.

Progress feels quick

Activities
Re-reading and Highlighting

Creates illusion of 
familiarity.

Copying
No retrieval act; no consolidation.

Quantity learning time.

Effective learning leading 
to complex mastery and 
underlying habit strength.

Attitudes

Takes responsibility for 
building own learning

Embraces difficulty

The more effort that is required to recall a 
memory or to execute a skill, provided that 
the effort succeeds, the more the act of 
recalling or executing benefits the learning.

Welcomes mistakes...

Learn from error and feedback

Builds resilience 
and persistence

Produces generative learning

Mistakes or not 
succeeding 
'primes' the brain 
for receiving the 
correct approach.

Error is a sign not of 
failure but of effort

Methods

Spacing

Acts of retrieval should not be so close together that it becomes 
mindless repetition; and not so far apart that retrieval essentially 
involves re-learning the material.

Builds consolidation

At least a day between sessions

Sleep is vital to 
learning.

Interleaving

Switching before each practice is complete

Builds awareness 
of similarity and 
difference between 
concepts.

VariationVarying the order of practice - 
i.e. not always retrieving the 
data in the same order.

Builds a variety of 
retrieval cues.

Builds problem solving capacity - powers 
of discrimination and induction.

Progress feels slow.

Activities

Low stakes testingQuizzes

When using memory rather than notes, every act of retrieval is a re-
encoding and re-consolidation.  It makes learning 'pliable' again to form 
new mental models, connecting older learning with new learning.

Flashcards

Sebastian Leitner - 4 boxes; 1st weakest material; 4th strongest and least 
practiced on a ratio of 8:4:2:1; where a mistake is made in boxes 2-4 it is 
moved up a box and practiced more frequently.

Mnemonics
Builds a retrieval network - routines for retrieval and 
for measuring the success of retrieval.

Mnemonics can help free up working memory to focus upon solving the 
actual problems posed by a test or situation. 

Enables self-testing to be continued whilst getting on with other things - 
e.g. going for a run; going to the cinema; during commercial breaks during 
TV programmes;

Mental reflection

 Retrieval
What have I learned?
How did it work out?

Elaboration
How does the new information 
connect with what I already know?

Generative learningHow would I do it differently next time?

The difference between those who learn from 
experience and those who don't.

Graphical organising 
from memory

Mindmaps
Flow diagrams

Ordered lists

Write to learn

Write in your own words what 
you have learned - 'learning 
paragraphs'.

Quality learning time.


